
Opportunities for Pooling and Sharing.
( public hearing  on “ The impact of the financial crisis on defence budgets in the EU:  
Opportunities for Pooling and sharing” , on 14 June 2011.) 

Intervention by Brigadier General Jo Coelmont 

Thank you Mister Chairman,
Dear Members of Parliament,
 I would like would like to share with you some six  reflections regarding Pooling and 
Sharing ( P & S) of  military capabilities. 

1) Not only regional P &S.

A lot of our countries have quite some experience in this domain, some for more 
than  six decades.
Often when referring to P &S, the emphasis is on regional cooperation. Such a 
regional approach is often justified, has is merits proven. And for sure there is still a 
great potential out there in Europe for additional initiatives and more intensive 
cooperation within the existing frameworks. 
However, the aim is not to split EU split into a series of islands of regional 
cooperation. We should in addition look to a network of trans-European 
cooperation. 

From my personal experience, I would like to put the emphasis on P & S in specific 
areas/ or around a specific weapon system.  The potential for win-win situations, for 
increased efficiency and effectiveness is even greater here. Moreover, these kind of 
P & S arrangements have the potential of bringing together more nations, small and 
bigger, across Europe.  
  

2) Sovereignty.

It is often stated that P & S goes to the detriment of sovereignty. I would argue to 
the contrary. 

With Nederland my country has set up a unique HQ for both the  Navies. However, 
autonomous operations set up by but one nation can be conducted at all times.

Secondly I would like to refer to the satellite programmes we developed in Europe. 
Belgium is partner in several satellite programmes, contributing  each time around 



10 % of the total costs. This provides my country the possibility to reroute  satellites 
to cover specific areas at specific timeframes. Of course this remains proportional to 
the overall contribution, but corresponds to the needs.  Without P& S, no capability 
at all.
In the end, sovereignty is about the power to influence the decision-making of 
others  and to achieve own objectives. And in this respect, military capabilities, 
none of our countries still enjoys full sovereignty. The art is to restore it at the next 
higher level. 
P & S, if well conceived , is one of the instruments to achieve exactly that.  

3) However, P & S has its limits.

With P&S you put existing  capabilities in a common basket. Moreover, experience 
show that in general P & S remains limited to the tactical level.  

Within the EU, back in 2001, we commonly identified our shortfalls within 
ESDP/CSDP. Notwithstanding all the P & S initiatives taken in the mean time, none 
of the strategic shortfalls indentified back then, have now been filled up in any 
significant way. 

The fundamental  characteristics of our European capabilities all still unchanged: 
-  We have more men and women in uniform then the US
-  As to military spending, at 27 we are the number 2 in the world raking 
-  At the level of 27, we have lots of specific capabilities that are redundant  ( be it 
for crisis management or even defence).
-   On the other hand, we have clearly indentified shortages, mainly at the strategic 
level. 
- The positive element is that our redundancies outnumber our shortfalls.

So, P& S as we know it today is but a first step in a broader approach , to a more 
permanent and a more structured cooperation that also encompasses  defence 
planning and concentrates inter alia on filling up our strategic shortfalls. 

And perhaps one of the criteria to set up such an cooperation could well be that  it 
has to preserve (or even to increase) national sovereignty. To my opinion this is very 
well possible. 
  

4) P &S as a first step. 



Here I would like to voice a concern.  At the moment expectations around P &S are 
high. We must make sure that the so called “Spirit of Ghent” stays  alive and that 
the slogan P & S is not abused to do “ something” in the margins, but basically stay 
with “ business as usual”. ( The current process of  P&S may easily end up being 
diverted to secondary issues/ capabilities, or towards topics that in the past have 
proven not to generate the success one may expect at first glance. First responses of 
some countries are worrisome) 

We must be aware that without  a significant first step, notwithstanding financial 
austerity, the current dynamism around P&S may easily vanish, as was often the 
case in the previous attempts.  

Ideally we ought to look to concrete P &S initiatives that overtime have an impact 
on the defence planning of the participating countries, for instance when weapon 
systems have to be replaced. Joint projects may then reveal to offer the best 
solution. In Nederland  and Belgium, decisions on Navy equipment are never taken 
without at least bilateral consultation, way upfront.  

5) P & S as a first step and a significant one. 

A call for quick wins is often voiced. And indeed it is not easy to identify first steps 
that are significant as well. However some quick and significant wins are at reach. 
Examples are mentioned in the report on CSDP as adopted  by this Parliament on 
May 11: 

-  1) to create a kind of a fusion centre within the EU structures that would allow to 
set up preventive actions and a holistic approach towards crisis management, 
involving all relevant actors.  “ a crisis management board” 
-  2) to set up a better resourced an a more Permanent OHQ within the EU.  

With the fist project, member states would receive a clear signal form the EU-level 
applying P&S within own structures.   

And the second one is a clear example of a pragmatic solution, based on lessons 
learned from all of our CSDP operations,  that generates  a win-win situation for all 
involved, not in the least for the member states.  

6) Is all this achievable? 



I can seen at several indicators that are positive. 

At first we have the financial austerity. However, there is no guarantee. Austerity 
could  and should lead towards more cooperation, more P & S. But we must stay 
vigilant it will.  

Secondly : we have public opinions, a bit nuanced in our respective countries but all  
in all in favour of a Union capable to do “something” significant in the field of 
CSDP. Our public opinions have expectations, but more and more are voicing some 
critical questions as well, and for a reason. We had a first wake-up call with the 
Former Yugoslavia, a second with Iraq, and a third now: with Libya. Time to get up. 

Thirdly : Once more : the US. The message from our US partner to Europe is now 
crystal clear : get your act together in the Union and in particular do something 
about your military capabilities.
It is now also clear to everyone: there is no competition between CSDP and NATO, 
on the contrary. 

Lastly : I see  a growing tendency in some of our countries to leave issues of 
strategy at a higher level. But at the same time there is a growing appetite within the 
European instances, post Lisbon,  to take up the challenge; to think and to act more 
strategically , in particular  by this Parliament. I am particular grateful for that.

     Thank you very much. 
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